What if we could make sure that our culture and traditions are preserved and respected?

- There is a loss in our language. It’s not used anymore and the culture isn’t appreciated.
  - Etnoeducative Bilingue Inga, Mocoa, Columbia

- The banks of our sacred river have been damaged and are unmaintained and unhygienic!
  - Seth Dwarka Prasad Bajaj Education Centre, Mirzapur, India

- The culture of our tribe is in danger! Nobody knows the music anymore!
  - Fu Jen Catholic School, Chiayi, Taiwan

- The tourists only see the popular spots. The rest of Macau is lost to them.
  - Macau

- There is a loss in our language. It’s not used anymore and the culture isn’t appreciated.

- The banks of our sacred river have been damaged and are unmaintained and unhygienic!

- The culture of our tribe is in danger! Nobody knows the music anymore!

- The tourists only see the popular spots. The rest of Macau is lost to them.

- Started celebrating the festivals and the food and dressing in native clothing regularly.

- Created a curriculum in the traditional language and implemented it

- Invited elders to share wisdom and created awareness about traditional medicine

- Installed permanent drainage systems

- Making changing rooms for women

- Distributed paper bags to promote no plastic usage and spread awareness of the project

- Leant the songs and then taught them to over a 100 people in a week

- Organized song and dance performances in traditional clothes

- Recorded the song as a ringtone and shared it

- Explored the entire place and discovered more and more interesting things.

- Shared the experience with teachers, classmates and tourists from Hong Kong, Taiwan and in different cities in China.

- Using the FIDS formula, we helped our traditions stay alive.

                                                                                 WHAT WILL YOUR STORY OF CHANGE BE?